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WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. is issuing an emergency order Wednesday grounding all Boeing 737 Max 8
and Max 9 aircraft “effective immediately,” in the wake of the crash of an Ethiopian Airliner that killed 157
people, President Donald Trump said.Many nations had already barred the Boeing 737 Max 8 from its airspace,
but until Trump’s announcement, the Federal Aviation Adminis Read More

Graphic Organizers for Opinion Writing | Scholastic
Our state standards spell it out pretty clearly. My third graders need to be able to write opinion pieces on topics
or texts that state an opinion within a framework of an organizational structure that provides reasons that
support the opinion and provides a concluding statement.

Second Grade Spelling Words List
Download and print this free 2nd grade spelling words program by K12reader.com This is week #3 of the 36
week curriculum. Click here!

Classroom Computers: Little Benefit Seen in Test Scores ...
As is true in every aspect of schooling, teacher engagement is critical to realizing ed-tech’s potential. But in the
U.S., only 40% of K-12 teachers say that they’ve received effective ...

Opinion
The 2020 election cycle has witnessed some of the most bizarre proposals from Democratic candidates. From
free health care for illegal immigrants to calls for the confiscation of AR-15s, 2020 ...

Livery collar
A livery collar or chain of office is a collar or heavy chain, usually of gold, worn as insignia of office or a mark
of fealty or other association in Europe from the Middle Ages onwards.. One of the oldest and best-known
livery collars is the Collar of Esses, which has been in continuous use in England since the 14th century.

Achievethecore.org :: ELA / Literacy
Annotated student writing samples illustrating the integration of content understanding and writing in the three
types of writing expected by college- and career-ready standards, including the CCSS. The resources presented
are from In Common: Effective Writing for All Students, authored by the ...

CommonLit | Texts | Free Reading Passages and Literacy ...
CommonLit is a free collection of fiction and nonfiction for 3rd-12th grade classrooms. Search and filter our
collection by lexile, grade, theme, genre, literary device, or common core standard.

